
The Neo-Nazi Diversion

WARNING: Stay away from neo-Nazis and other costume wearing groups.

They are either fools or frauds led by government agents, or in this case Jews

like Frank Collin.

In 1978, Frank Collin (real name Frank Cohen) led a neo-Nazi march near

the Jewish town of Skokie, Illinois. This was a typical controlled opposition

operation. Its purpose was threefold: to push Holocaust guilt propaganda on

the  American  people,  to  use  Nazi  symbolism  to  justify  government

repression of freedom of speech, and to mislead the population into thinking

that anyone who is critical or suspicious of Jewish power must be a Nazi,

just  like  those  crazy  "Nazi's"  in  Skokie.  The  end  result  was  that  they

succeeded in achieving two of their three objectives. But they couldn't crush

freedom of speech here the way they succeeded in crushing it in Canada and

Europe.

With  the  use  of  fake  Nazi's  like  Frank  Cohen  and  the  production  of

hundreds of Holocaust movies, the Jewish supremacists have been able to



enslave the minds of the Gentile public with guilt. They play on peoples

heartstrings while portraying themselves as perpetual victims of "hate". Now,

the average American is willing to give into Jewish racist demands whenever

they scream anti-Semite or "wasn't six million enough?" It's guilt propaganda

that's meant for only one purpose, to prevent Gentiles from thinking clearly

about, and discussing Jewish racist  power over them. It  allows the Jewish

mafia to silence their opposition. It's mostly used against White people, but

because more non-Whites are also getting fed up with Jewish racism (both

inside and outside of Israel), they too are being referred to as anti-Semites

and  Nazi's.  People  like  President  Hugo  Chavez  of  Venezuela,  the  late

Saddam Hussein  of  Iraq,  President  Mamoud  Ahmadinejad  of  Iran,  and

Minister  Louis  Farrakhan  of  the  Nation  of  Islam.  They  have  all  been

attacked by Jewish groups and media outlets, or the Gentiles working for

them as anti-Semites, racists, or "the new Hitler".

Until enough Gentiles understand that they are being controlled with guilt

propaganda, they will never be able to stand up for their rights. They will

always feel that because of the Holocaust, Jews have special rights. And as a

result  of this misplaced kindness toward Jewish racists,  they were able to

wipe Palestine off the map, ethnically cleanse them, torture them, murder

them, and with the control of most of the worlds media - cover it up. They

were also able to balkanize White nations by opening up their borders, use

lies and scare tactics to justify war, take control  of the central  banks and

charge  people  interest  to  use  their  own  money,  de-industrialize  White

nations  with  so  called  "free" trade  agreements,  and  suppress freedom of

speech with "anti-hate" laws.

In the article below Dr. William Pierce writes about the Jewish owned

History Channel's documentary on Frank Collin and his "Nazi" march.

From the Lies and the History Channel by Dr. William L. Pierce. <<Full

Text Here.

...The deliberate deceit continues as the program moves into

the period  after  Rockwell's death.  The [History Channel]

narrator  announces  that  Rockwell's  organization

"floundered after his death, until the next Nazi leader came

forward. Frank Collin emerged from Rockwell's shadow in

1970..." I'm using the narrator's exact words here. The clear

implication is that Frank Collin, a short, dark, hook-nosed,

little  man  with  a  flair  for  theatrics,  was  Rockwell's

successor. There is no mention at all  of Rockwell's actual

successor, a man named Matt Koehl.

And there is no mention that Collin was a Jew. Not only



was he a Jew, but  he was a  poseur and  an  exhibitionist,

pretending to be a National  Socialist  leader while putting

on a media sideshow which attracted to him a small group

of losers and misfits who liked to wear uniforms and strut

around  in  public.  While  the  media  focused  on  Collin,

whose sole claim to fame was the uproar he generated when

he  announced  that  he  intended  to  march  his  uniformed

freak  show through  Skokie,  Illinois,  a  Jewish  suburb  of

Chicago, Rockwell's real successor was left without access

to the media.

At the end of the Collin episode, the narrator does reveal to

us that Collin was convicted and sent to prison in 1979 for

sexually  molesting little  boys,  but  we  are  left  with  the

impression  that  this  smirking,  prancing,  child-molesting

little  Jew was a  real  National  Socialist,  the  successor  of

George Lincoln  Rockwell.  That's the image of a National

Socialist,  the  image  of  a  Nazi,  that  the  writers  of  this

program deliberately  and  deceitfully  plant  in  the  public

mind.

...And  Frank Collin  is not  the  only Jew trotted  out  as a

"Nazi" by this program that is supposed to tell us about the

history of Nazis in America. The Columbine killers, Dylan

Klebold  and  Eric Harris,  also  are represented  as "Nazis,"

although  they  are  not  named  directly  in  the  program.

Instead,  as  images  flash  across  the  screen,  we  hear  the

narrator  naming  a  series  of  people  involved  in  recent

killings, and the narrator tells us, one at  a time, that they

are Nazis. The facts, of course, are that Dylan Klebold was

a  Jew,  and  both  he  and  his  partner  were  outspoken

anti-racists. But the average couch potato certainly doesn't

know that, and so he falls into the trap of believing that the

perpetrators of the worst  school  massacre in  U.S.  history

were "Nazis."

Links for more information:

How Jewish supremacists fabricated Nazi threats to destroy freedom of

expression in Canada

Neo-Nazi Rally Was Organized By FBI Informant

Mahmoud Ahmadinejad Called "The New Hitler"

Saddam Hussein Called "The New Hitler"



Louis Farrakhan Called "The New Hitler"

Hugo Chavez Is Waging A "War" Against The Jews

Going Under: An Infiltrator of Hate Groups Remembers.

Lies and the History Channel by Dr. William Pierce.
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